If Aging is "Not a Process," then What is It?
=============================================

My response would be that it is an age-dependent trajectory of interacting system states -- the sum of all molecular and physiological states and their interaction networks, many but not all of which shift in a consistent direction over time. This definition broadens our focus to include components that do not themselves depend on age, but which cohabit networks containing components that do. Gene--environment interactions are a case in point, wherein environmental variation can help to shape the age-structure of a population despite being quite obviously independent of age.

Perhaps the best-established genetic pathway to influence lifespan is insulin-like signaling, believed to have evolved at least in part for its ability to maximize reproduction under favorable environments while postponing both reproduction and individual mortality under conditions of crowding or insufficient food (Kenyon, [@B6]; Kim, [@B7]; Hanover et al., [@B4]; Magwire et al., [@B11]). Since natural populations are polymorphic for ostensibly rate-limiting components of this pathway (Bonafe and Olivieri, [@B1]), it is likely that individuals genetically predisposed to low insulin-like signaling should survive famine better than those geared for higher signaling and shorter lifespan. This is a conclusion of some import for population biologists, since the age-composition of any population must then be modified by the availability of food. A particularly instructive example is the near-ubiquitous evolutionary requirement for species or their constituent populations to survive extended periods of famine (de Grey, [@B2]). Groups experiencing more prolonged famines (or just over-wintering, if their lifespans are measured in weeks) will have more diverse age structures, including an increased number of individuals for whom reproduction has been delayed.

The same potential also exists for gene--gene interactions (including genes that dictate dietary preferences) to affect long-term survival. For example, only one component of a gene network may actually be age-dependent, while other genes create the background context of homeostatic states and their oscillations within which age-dependent genes must function. An increased probability of death with age could then arise from components undergoing essentially monotonic age-dependent declines, confronting extreme-value system states (in variable but age-independent parameters) to which they cannot respond adequately in any essential tissue or organ. Alternatively, an age-dependent increase in the variance of system oscillations may exceed the response range of one or more age-independent gene functions. In either case, the precise cause of death or debility will vary in a stochastic way, appearing as the "weakest link" in any one tissue or organism, although the underlying age-associated changes may be common to many or all cell types and individuals (Shmookler Reis, [@B14]).

Live Smarter, Live Longer?
==========================

There remains, in my view, one last "trivial" explanation for the plateau in mortality, which I believe should be dealt with. I will term it "the perseverance of acquired characteristics," but I really just mean *learning* in its several forms. If we posit that individuals are to some degree capable, as a function of time, of developing and improving their ability to avoid evitable causes of mortality, then those individuals who managed to survive until late age could *ipso facto* have reduced their late-life risk of death -- although aging *per se* might continue unabated. Examples of such learning would include immune memory, strategies to avoid situations and behaviors that place one at increased risk of injury or death, and a reduction in speed of movement or action in recognition of slower response times. My suggestion that immune memory might be involved, in organisms with an adaptive immune system, agrees with the observed age-dependent increase in memory T cells but appears contradicted by the decline with age in recruitment to this niche (Nikolich-Zugich and Rudd, [@B12]). However, if individuals exist who retain sufficient naïve T cell reserves to augment immune memory at late age, and if those are among the longest-lived in a population, then that subset of the population should see a reduction in their force of mortality. Of course, the strongest evidence for a cessation of aging comes from insects, which lack an adaptive immune system and may be thought incapable of learning. Experimental evidence clearly supports learning by drosophila (Shuai et al., [@B15]; van Swinderen, [@B18]), however, and in the rather simple and uniform environments in which they are maintained, the last-surviving individuals might only need to have learned to avoid activities that place them at greatest risk of a collision or loss of balance leading to entrapment on a sticky surface (a major life-hazard for laboratory insects).

Addressing the Gap between Inbred Model Systems and the Complexity of Natural Populations
=========================================================================================

It is noteworthy that many gerontologists with broader vision have for some time been "adding back" complexities of genotypic (and more rarely, environmental) variation to aging studies -- in keeping with the theoretical advances discussed here, but probably quite independent of them. A recent manifestation of this is the utilization of genetically heterogeneous mouse populations (e.g., four- and eight-way cross progeny; Klebanov et al., [@B8]; Harrison et al., [@B5]). Yet another has been the gradual realization that population studies of humans are not only invaluable for initial, weak-inference "discovery" of putative genetic mechanisms underlying diseases and predisposing traits, but are also ultimately needed to validate functional conclusions that arose from experiments with controlled and highly inbred animal populations (Parsons et al., [@B13]; Szumska et al., [@B16]).

Human populations of course provide the ultimate in "realism" for both genetic and environmental complexity, but the anticipated harvest of clinically meaningful findings has been delayed and frustrated by the very large numbers of subjects required even for relatively simple traits, and the unforeseen degree of complexity of most quantitative traits (most certainly including longevity and age-dependent diseases) has further diluted the inferential power of such studies (Terwilliger and Weiss, [@B17]). Nevertheless, with larger and larger cohorts being drafted into studies which interrelate either high-density SNP maps or whole-genome sequencing, with accurate and complete medical and family histories, this type of *post hoc* "experimentation" will soon be pushed to its limits. These studies either have multiple proposed end-points, or else blanket consent forms to permit unforeseeable future applications. Such volumes of data require improved computer algorithms for data analysis, and rigorous statistical evaluation to compensate for multiple-end-point inflation of observed, superficially significant results (Lai et al., [@B9]; Lam et al., [@B10]; Erbe et al., [@B3]).

The worst (and most underappreciated) deficiency of these approaches is the very high level of confounding among the "independent variables" being considered. An obvious example is afforded by genotype-diet interactions, since dietary preferences tend to vary systematically by ethnic group. Another subtle danger that accompanies this particular brave new world is that routine statistical handling of multiple testing ("Bonferroni correction") can easily be overlooked or ignored. The problem is exacerbated because few investigators (and even fewer reviewers) have the breadth of training to understand both the fundamental biology addressed by a study, and also the arcane "cyber-discipline" of complex-trait analysis along with its own peculiar modes of statistical interpretation, usually trumping model-dependent statistics with permutation analyses. Even among scientists who do appreciate the necessity of multiple end-point compensation, there are many who conveniently forget them when their own data would, if properly adjusted, miss the conventional threshold for significance.
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